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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Abstract every 8-bit byte of data. This code is able to detect and
correct any single-bit error in the 12-bit Hamming word.

This aper presents the results of Surrey Space Centre's However, the observation of single-event single-word
experience in using different coding schemes and hardware multiple-bit upsets (SMUs) in some of the SRAM devices
configurations to protect data and software stored in CTS- [5, 1 0, I I] implies that such single-bit correcting codes give
device based memories on-board operational spacecraft in insufficient protection.
low Erth orbit.

There are a number of solutions to this problem. The
1. INTRODUCTION obvious (and well known) one is simply to rearrange the

memory so that it is constructed from devices wit a x I -

Surrey Space Centre's (SSQ "UoSAT" series of micro- bit" architecture - which is indeed the approach adopted in
satellites have provided an in-orbit operational test-bed for the program memory of the UoSAT-2 on-board computer.
COTS-device-based technology since 198 1. The results of a With such an architecture, multiple-bit flips within a device
10-year study 1986-96) into the behaviour of these will be spread as single-bit flips across several bytes - thus
technologies in the LEO radiation environment have been causing no difficulty for the Hamming code EDAC system.
reported previously in terms of the influence of the The chance that the same bit position in two separate
environment and device technology on the single-event- devices will be upset can be kept small by "washing" the
effect (SEE)-rate, and on the effectiveness and veracity of memory (i.e. sequentially reading, correcting and writing
groun J based testing of devices 12,3,4,5,61. back each word of memory) at a sufficiently rapid rate.

The SSC study focussed mainly on the SEE-behaviour of However, this requires several devices to be enabled at once
COTS SRAM devices operating within the spacecraft's on- in order to read or write to the memory. For example, for the
board data-handling systems. Similar results have been Hamming 12,8) code, 12 memory devices will need to be
reported b NASA for SRAMs operating within dedicated active at once, whereas in a memory system with a x 8-bit"
SEE experimental payloads 7, 8 9. architecture, only two devices need be enabled at any one

time. The more devices which are enabled, the greater the
Since that time, three further SSC micro-satellites have power consumption of the memory system, and this is an
become operational, providing further radiation effects data important factor in a micro-satellite, where power is always
on a new generation of devices. These data confirm the a very limited resource. Another disadvantage is that, if a
trends previously reported 6101, however, the increasing memory device were to fail, the "x -bit" architecture would
size of the memorv units, and the increasing software load still operate, but would no-longer be able to cope with any
on the on-board computers has lead to the reevaluation of SEUs.
the error-detection and correction (EDAC) coding schemes
used o protect the memories from the effects of single- In contrast, if a memory constructed with a x 8-bit"
event-upset (SEU). architecture loses a device, often those addresses affected

can be "patched out", and normal, or near-normal, service

11. PROGRAM STORAGE MEMORIES resumed with no loss of SEU-protection. Indeed this is
precisely how device failures in the UoSAT-2 Digital

The 8-bit byte-wide SRAM memory devices used to store Communications Experiment were coped with.

the software executed by the on-board computers has An alternative, approach, and one which is currently
traditionally been protected by a hardware-implemented implemented on the SSC spacecraft. is to use triple-modular
Hamming 12,8) codec - i.e. 4 code bits are generated for redundancy JMR). Here, three memory devices with a x
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8-bit' architecture we used with a majority-voting circuit been calculated on the basis of daily aeraged SEU-rates.
(implemented in a single gate-army), such that any b arrors However, this is not a good sistic to use for thew
will be out-voted, two-to-one against. However, with the commercial memories operating in LEO, as the vast
need for increasing sizes of program memory, we can no majority of SEUs occur only within the South Atlantic
longer support this triple level of redundancy, and so staff at Anomaly - Le. in bursts lasting for -5-10 minutes eachorbit.

SSC have developed a now code (the SSC (16,S) code) The trapped protons give a very high SEU-mte which is
capable of detecting and correcting up to two bit am per encountered fbr a rlatively short period of tune each orbit
word with effectively the saciie overhead as the oginal (am Figure I� and that this pattern substantially increases
Hamming single-bit correcting code. *e expected number of MBUs due to coincidences, over

The paper analyses w performance of this code grimen the that expected on die basis of the average SEU-mte 141.

observedpattern of multiple-bit errors Maine"�"

M. otm-STATF, DATA RECORDERS UL

EL

Hardware-EDAC schemes are necessary for die program UL

memories, as the memory contents need to be corrected at ML

the instant they are interrogated by the CPU. However, for 71L

the solid-state data rcorders AMDISKs� them is time to IL

use slower, but more memory-efficient software-EDAC XL

schemes, and at the moment we use a modified Read- L ... .... P..
Le Le 117POPP ... 4-------U

Solomon R-S 255, 252) code, protecting a 25&byte block L *�U 6*AWi

of memory (one byte is redundant). This gives a coding Figure I U44T-5 Program Memory Upsets - Spatial Location

overhead on memory usage of less than r/e. 'Me modified and Error-Rate Vs. L-Shell

R-S code makes use of a fast software algorithm which has The numbers of effors which occur outside the SAA under

as little impact on processor's tme-resources. However a quiet-time'cooditions. (i.e. no solar particle events) we so

hardware-based version of the code is under development. small by compariison, that they can be effectively inored.

NASA already have a hardware R-S codec device which This has implications for the memory wash-strategy.

implements a R-S 255,223) code 12]. This code is very This paper discusses memory wash strategies and shows

robust in that is can correct up to 16 consecutive bytes in how an ptimal &0&-Off can be made between degree of

error. However the coding overhead is slightly higher at 7/o. protection and minimising CpU time devoted to washing,

given a particular radiation environment.
This SSC R-S block-code operates on bytes as symbols, and

can correct any number of bit-flips within a byte, or can

detect 2 bytes in error in a 255-byte block - which we refer V. OTHER SEE RELIABILITY ISSUES

to as a severe" error.

Washing the memories once per orbit should result in very Modem COTS devices may exhibit a variety of behaviour

few severe errors due to coincidences, however, we actually under SEE conditions which may lead to unexpected

observe -20-30 times the expected severe error-rate. This is interruptions to their function, or indeed to the destruction

because the vast majority of severe errors are due to single- of devices through such conditions as latch-up [ 151. Such

event multiple-bit upsets affec .ting bits spread across two events must be coped with by careful systems design.

bytes. Hodgart 13] has suggested a modification to the LaBel et al. give an excellent summary of the emerging

block-code - a 256, 252) code - where the use of the radiation issues (from NASA's perspective) and the system

11 spare" byte in the 256-byte block would give the capability level mitigation techniques 12,161.

of double-byte correction. This is able to deal with the vast

majority of severe eors, leaving only those which affect

three or more bytes.

The paper will show how this code gves a significant

increase in protection for very little coding overhead

IV. MEMORY WASH RATES

Another source of multiple-bit upsets is that due to

coincidental but independent events. Such events are

prevented by "washing" the memory at an adequate rate.

But what is an adequate rate? Traditionally, these rates have
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